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1. Education, through the eyes of a scientist  
 
Not less of an art, but more of a science 
p.18, 16 
But the biggest difference I discovered between the medical industry and education was the 
way in which the professions owned their professional practice. People entering the medical 
profession expect their practice to be transformed by research. Medical doctors would not 
think of themselves as professionals if they did not carefully study the most effective 
procedures so far developed to deal with the presenting symptoms, nor would they think of 
developing their own drugs.  
 
The origins of PISA 
 
“PISA shock” and the end of complacency 
 
What’s at stake  
p.30, 29 
The Survey of Adult Skills also shows that hand-in-hand with poorer skills goes distrust of 
others and of institutions. While the roots of the relationship between education, identity 
and trust are complex, these links matter, because trust is the glue of modern societies. 
Without trust in people, public institutions and well-regulated markets, public support for 
innovative policies is difficult to mobilise, particularly when short-term sacrifices are 
involved and long-term benefits are not immediately evident. 
 
Educators naturally prefer to argue for education on moral grounds, but the link between 
the quality of education and the performance of an economy is strong. It is not just a 
hypothesis; it is something that can be measured. Calculations by Eric Hanushek, economist 
and senior fellow at the Hoover Institution of Stanford University, suggest that OECD 
countries8 could lose USD 260 trillion in economic output over the lifetime of the 
generation born this year because school systems in the industrialised world are not 
delivering what the best-performing education systems show can be achieved9 (see Chapter 
4 for more details). In other words, deficiencies in our education systems have an effect 
equivalent to a major economic recession, and this effect is permanent.  
 
p.31, 29 
Preparing students for their future, not our past  



Today, when we can access content via search engines, and when routine cognitive tasks 
are being digitised and outsourced, the focus must shift to enabling people to become 
lifelong learners.  
 
Schools now need to prepare students for more rapid change than ever before, to learn for 
jobs that have not yet been created, to tackle societal challenges that we can’t yet imagine, 
and to use technologies that have not yet been invented. And they need to prepare 
students for an interconnected world in which students understand and appreciate different 
perspectives and world views, interact successfully and respectfully with others, and take 
responsible action toward sustainability and collective well-being.  
 
p.32, 30 

 
 



p.33, 31 
Of course, state-of-the-art knowledge will always remain important. Innovative or creative 
people generally have specialised skills in a field of knowledge or a practice. As important as 
it is to learn how to learn, we always learn by learning something. But success in education 
is no longer mainly about reproducing content knowledge; it is about extrapolating from 
what we know and applying that knowledge creatively in novel situations. Epistemic 
knowledge – e.g. thinking like a scientist, philosopher or mathematician – is taking 
precedence over knowing specific formulae, names or places. So schooling today needs to 
be much more about ways of thinking (involving creativity, critical thinking, problem solving 
and judgement), ways of working (including communication and collaboration), tools for 
working (including the capacity to recognise and exploit the potential of new technologies) 
and about the capacity to live in a multi-faceted world as active and responsible citizens.  
 
Schools therefore need to become better at helping students learn to develop an awareness 
of the pluralism of modern life. That means teaching and rewarding collaboration as well as 
individual academic achievement, enabling students both to think for themselves, and to act 
for and with others.  
 
p.34, 32 
On average across OECD countries, fewer than one in ten 15-year-old students could 
complete problem-solving tasks that required them to maintain awareness of group 
dynamics, take actions to overcome obstacles and resolve disagreements with others, even 
when the content of these tasks was relatively simple12 (see Chapter 6 for more details).  
 
More generally, changing skill demands have elevated the role of social and emotional skills. 
Such skills are involved in achieving goals, living and working with others, and managing 
emotions. They include character qualities such as perseverance, empathy or perspective 
taking, mindfulness, ethics, courage and leadership. In fact, developing those kinds of 
characteristics was what distinguished many of the elite schools that I have visited. But for 
the majority of students, character formation in school remains a matter of luck, depending 
on whether it is a priority for their teacher, since there are very few education systems that 
have made such broader goals an integral part of what they expect from students.  
 
p.35, 33 
Today the challenge is to make teaching a profession of advanced knowledge workers who 
work with a high level of professional autonomy and within a collaborative culture. They 
work as competent professionals, ethical educators, collaborative learners, innovative 
designers, transformational leaders and community builders.  
 
Effective learning environments are constantly creating synergies and finding new ways to 
enhance professional, social and cultural capital with others.  
 
p.36, 34 
Instruction in the past was subject-based; instruction in the future needs to be more 
project-based, building experiences that help students think across the boundaries of 
subject-matter disciplines. The past was hierarchical; the future is collaborative, recognising 
both teachers and students as resources and co-creators.  



In the past, different students were taught in similar ways. Now school systems need to 
embrace diversity with differentiated approaches to learning. The goals of the past were 
standardisation and compliance, with students educated in age cohorts, following the same 
standard curriculum, all assessed at the same time. The future is about building instruction 
from students’ passions and capacities, helping students personalise their learning and 
assessments in ways that foster engagement and talent. It’s about encouraging students to 
be ingenious.  
 
p.37, 35 
These challenges look daunting, but many education systems are now well on their way 
towards finding innovative responses to them, not just in isolated, local examples, but also 
systemically.  
 
Education systems have a habit of building “walls” that separate teachers, schools or the 
systems themselves from learning from each another.  
 
 
2. Debunking some myths  
 
The poor will always do badly in school; deprivation is destiny 
 
Immigrants lower the overall performance of school systems 
p.45, 43 
Students born in China who move elsewhere do better than their native peers in virtually 
every destination country; but here, too, the destination country matters. In Australia, first-
generation Chinese immigrants scored 502 points, similarly to their Australian peers, but 
second-generation Chinese immigrants scored 592 score points, well over two school years 
ahead of their Australian peers. In other words, and to the extent that social background 
adequately captures cohort effects, these immigrant students were able to benefit more 
from the Australian school system than Australian students without an immigrant 
background, even after accounting for the students’ socio-economic status.  
 
Success in education is all about spending more money 
 
Smaller classes always mean better results  
p.50, 48 
In fact, the highest-performing education systems in PISA tend to prioritise the quality of 
teachers over the size of classes; whenever they have to choose between smaller classes 
and investing in their teachers, they go for the latter.  
 
More time spent learning yields better results 
p.52, 50 
more learning time for a subject tends to be associated with better learning outcomes in 
that subject.  
 
p.54, 52 



It is always a question of balance. Finland, Germany, Switzerland, Japan, Estonia, Sweden, 
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Australia, the Czech Republic and Macao (China) all seem to 
provide a good balance between learning time and academic performance.  
 
Success in education is all about inherited talent 
p.54, 52 
The results were very different for Singapore. Students there believed they would succeed if 
they tried hard; they trusted their teachers to help them succeed. The fact that students in 
some countries consistently believe that achievement is mainly a product of hard work 
rather than inherited intelligence suggests how school systems and the wider society can 
make a difference in students’ attitudes towards school and achievement.  
 
One of the most consequential findings from PISA is that, in most of the countries where 
students expect to have to work hard to achieve, virtually all students consistently meet 
high performance standards  
 
Some countries do better in education because of their culture 
p.55, 53 
Culture can, indeed, influence student achievement. Countries with cultures based on the 
Confucian tradition, for example, are known to value education and student achievement in 
school highly. 
 
Only top graduates should become teachers 
p.59, 57 
All in all, unless countries have the luxury of hiring teachers from Finland or Japan, they 
need to think harder about making teaching a well-respected profession and a more 
attractive career choice – both intellectually and financially. They need to invest more in 
teacher development and competitive employment conditions. If not, they will be caught in 
a downward spiral – from lower standards of entry into the teaching profession, leading to 
lower self-confidence among teachers, resulting in more prescriptive teaching and thus less 
personalisation in instruction, which could drive the most talented teachers out of the 
profession entirely. And that, in turn, will result in a lower-quality teaching force.  
 
Selecting students by ability is the way to raise standards 
p.62, 60 
This is consistent with other research that shows that narrowing the range of student 
abilities in classes or schools through tracking does not result in better learning 
outcomes.12 The pattern is different for within-class ability grouping or subject-specific 
ability grouping, which has shown to be effective when appropriate adjustments are made 
to the curriculum and instruction.  
 
Equity and inclusion are imperative in modern education systems and their societies.  
 
 
 
3. What makes high-performing school systems different  
 



What we know about successful school systems 
p.63, 61 
Policy makers’ hunger for immediate answers is always frustrated by the snail’s pace at 
which the development of data, evidence and research advances. And sometimes I think 
policy makers forget that data are not the plural of anecdote.  
 
Correlations are often deceptive: if the birds sing when the sun rises, and they do so day 
after day, year after year, and in many different places around the world, it doesn’t mean 
the sun rises because the birds sing.  
 
p.64-5, 62-3 
studies have revealed a surprising range of features common to all high-performing 
education systems.  

- The first thing we learned is that the leaders in high-performing education systems 
have convinced their citizens that it is worth investing in the future through 
education, rather than spending for immediate rewards, and that it is better to 
compete on the quality of labour rather than on the price of labour.  

- the belief that all students can meet high standards. These systems have advanced 
from sorting human talent to developing human talent. 

- Top school systems tend to address the diversity of student needs with 
differentiated pedagogical practice – without compromising on standards.  

- Top school systems select and educate their teaching staff carefully. They improve 
the performance of teachers who are struggling  

- They encourage their teachers to be innovative, to improve their own performance 
and that of their colleagues, and to pursue professional development that leads to 
better practice. 

 
Making education a priority  
 
Believing that all students can learn and achieve at high levels 
p.69, 67 
More generally, research shows that the belief that we are responsible for the results of our 
behaviour influences motivation,8 such that people are more likely to invest effort if they 
believe it will lead to the results they are trying to achieve.  
 
p.70, 68 
all students can learn and succeed, and that the task of teachers is to design the learning 
environments, whether inside or outside the classroom, that help students realise their 
potential.  
p.73, 71 
 
no education system has managed to achieve sustained high performance and equitable 
opportunities to learn without developing a system built on the premise that it is possible 
for all students to achieve at high levels – and that it is necessary for them to do so. I cannot 
overstate the importance of clearly articulating the expectation that all students should be 
taught and held to the same standards.  
 



 
Setting and defining high expectations 
p.74, 72 
For that reason, examinations in some high-performing countries do not rely mainly on 
multiple-choice, computer-scored tests. Instead, they also use essay-type responses, oral 
examinations, and sometimes factor into the final grade pieces of work that could not be 
produced in a timed examination. 
 
p.77, 75 
PISA shows that students reported less anxiety when their teachers provide more support 
or adapt the lessons to their needs.  
 
I have often been surprised at how little attention and resources countries devote to 
developing their curriculum and instructional material and aligning them with education 
goals, standards, teacher development and examinations. 
 
It is not uncommon to find a few academics and government officials in a country who 
determine what millions of students will learn. They will often defend the scope and 
integrity of their discipline rather than consider what students need to know and be able to 
do to be successful in tomorrow’s world. When studying national mathematics curricula for 
the development of the PISA 2003 assessment, I often asked myself why curricula devoted 
as much attention to teaching things like trigonometry and calculus.  
 
p.78, 76 
Since student learning time is limited and we seem unable to give up teaching things that 
may no longer be relevant, young people are held prisoners of the past, and schools lose the 
opportunity to develop valuable knowledge, skills and character qualities that are important 
for students’ success in the world.  
 
p.79, 77 
This all highlights how important it is to assemble the best minds in the country – leading 
experts in the field, but also those who understand how students learn, and those who have 
a good understanding of the demand for and use of knowledge and skills in the real world – 
in order to determine and regularly re-examine what topics should be taught in what 
sequence through the grades. 
 
It is also crucially important that education systems are built around what learning science 
tells us about how students learn and progress, rather than simply around academic 
disciplines. 
 
p.80, 78 
Center for Curriculum Redesign at Harvard University and OECD Education 2030 project on 
curriculum design recognised that the gap between what society expects from education 
and what our current educational institutions deliver has been getting wider, and that it 
required a concerted international effort to narrow that gap.  
 
 



Recruiting and retaining high-quality teachers 
p.81, 79 
So attracting, developing and retaining the best teachers is the greatest challenge education 
systems have to face. 
 
p.84, 82 
What makes an effective teacher? Education researchers Thomas L. Good and Alyson 
Lavigne summarise some of the telling characteristics: these teachers believe their students 
are capable of learning and they themselves are capable of teaching; they spend the bulk of 
their classroom time on instruction; they organise their classrooms and maximise student 
learning time; they use rapid curriculum pacing based on taking small steps; they use active 
teaching methods; and they teach students until the students achieve mastery. 
 
p.85, 83 
In some countries the initial preparation of teachers includes instruction in research skills. 
Teachers are expected to use those skills as lifelong learners to question the established 
wisdom of their times and contribute to improved professional practice. Research is an 
integral part of what it means to be a professional teacher. 
 
p.89, 87 
found changing teachers’ beliefs to be the most important point of leverage for change in 
education. 
He describes the challenge as a shift in instruction from knowledge transmission to 
knowledge co-creation, from receiving abstractions in textbooks to learning by 
experimenting, from summative evaluation to formative monitoring. This often requires 
transforming a fear of failure into a willingness to try.  
the more teachers observe other classrooms, engage in collaborative professional 
development, and teach jointly, the more they perceive themselves as being effective 
teachers. 
 
p.90, 88 
The evidence from TALIS suggests that professional development activities that have an 
impact on teachers’ instructional practices are those that take place in schools and allow 
teachers to work in collaborative groups.  
 
p.91, 89 
By supporting the conditions and activities most associated with effective teacher 
professional development, policy makers can increase the likelihood that students are 
positively affected too.  
 
p.93, 91 



 
 
p.94, 92 
Singapore encourages teacher development through its Enhanced Performance 
Management System.  
The plan recognises that teachers have different aspirations and provides for three career 
tracks for teachers: the Teaching Track, which allows teachers to remain in the classroom 
and advance to the level of Master Teacher; the Leadership Track, which provides 
opportunities for teachers to assume leadership positions in schools and in the ministry’s 
headquarters; and the Senior Specialist Track, where teachers join the ministry’s 
headquarters to become part of a “strong core of specialists with deep knowledge and skills 
in specific areas in education that will break new ground and keep Singapore at the leading 
edge” 
 
p.95, 93 
They showed the teaching methods they use, including teaching to the top and helping 
struggling students one-on-one.  



 
Seeing teachers as independent and responsible professionals 
p.96, 94 
Indeed, a strong and coherent body of professional knowledge that is owned by the 
teaching profession, and to which teachers feel responsible and accountable, together with 
teachers’ continuous professional development, are now widely seen as essential for 
improving teachers’ performance and effectiveness.  
 
The challenge is moving from a system where every teacher chooses his or her own 
approach towards one where teachers choose from practices agreed by the profession as 
effective. We should not take freedom as an argument to be idiosyncratic. What seems 
most important in this context is that professionalism and professional autonomy do not 
mean that teachers do what they think or feel is right in a given situation, but rather that 
they do what they know is right based on their deep understanding of professional practice. 
 
Making the most of teachers’ time  
p.100, 98 
While teachers in Brazil and the United States have little time for things other than teaching, 
their peers in Japan and Viet Nam have a fraction of their teaching load and can devote 
plenty of time to other things besides teaching, such as working with individual students, 
with parents and, most important, with other teachers. 

 



p.102, 100 
I have observed many classes in Japan where there was little lecturing by teachers 
In this way, Japanese teachers maximise their contact time with each student in the class.  
 
Finnish schools devote about a third of instruction time to learning outside the classroom  
 
Inside the classroom, there is a considerable emphasis on self-regulated learning and self-
assessment by students. By the time students enrol in upper secondary school, they are 
expected to be able to design their own programme in which, without a grade structure, 
each student proceeds at his or her own pace.  
 
In Shanghai 
The aim is to develop students’ capacity to learn to learn, think creatively and critically, 
participate in society and promote social welfare. In fact, one significant change 
implemented in Shanghai through the slogan “return class time to students” was the 
increase in student activities in class relative to teachers’ lecturing. This has resulted in a 
fundamental change in the perception of what makes a good class, which was once typified 
by well-designed presentations by teachers. Training videos showing examples of good 
teaching used to concentrate on teachers’ activities; now, model classes are filmed with 
multiple cameras, one recording student activities. Teachers are evaluated according to the 
time given to student participation and how well student activities are organised.  
 
p.103, 101 
In places as different as Finland, Japan and Shanghai, teachers’ work is reviewed by the 
other teachers in the school. No teacher’s classroom is a private domain. 
 
A lesson in creative learning time from Hiroshima - Many of the school’s pedagogical 
approaches involved experiences in addition to intellectual engagement.  
One picture showed a group of exhausted students lying on a bridge at dawn. They had 
walked 44 kilometres through the night, Kadoshima explained. The aim of that exercise was 
to strengthen their resilience, with the understanding that living in the world means trying, 
failing, adapting, learning and evolving. 
 
Aligning incentives for teachers, students and parents 
p.104, 102 
To understand why people do the things they do, ask yourself what sort of incentives they 
have to act that way.  
But in professional work environments, the success of the whole group depends on 
maximising the output of each worker, so workers tend to collaborate.  
 
p.106, 104 
For a start, PISA finds that one major threat to students’ sense of belonging at school is their 
perception of having negative relationships with their teachers. Happier students tended to 
report positive relations with their teachers, and students in “happy” schools (schools 
where students’ life satisfaction is above the average in the country) reported receiving 
much more support from their teachers than students in “unhappy” schools reported.  
 



p.107, 105 
Some 55% of students reported that they are very anxious when they are tested, even if 
they are well prepared. 
 
p.108, 106 
in all countries, girls reported greater schoolwork-related anxiety than boys, and anxiety 
about schoolwork, homework and tests is negatively related to performance.  
 
Parents have a vital role to play too. Students whose parents reported “spending time just 
talking to my child”, “eating the main meal with my child around a table” or “discussing how 
well my child is doing at school” daily or nearly every day were between 22% and 39% more 
likely to report high levels of life satisfaction. “Spending time just talking” is the parental 
activity most frequently and most strongly associated with students’ satisfaction with life. 
And it seems to matter for performance too. Students whose parents reported “spending 
time just talking” were the equivalent of two-thirds of a school-year ahead in science 
performance. Even after accounting for socio-economic status, these students were still 
one-third of a school year ahead. The results are similar when considering parents who 
reported that they eat meals with their children. This relationship is far stronger than the 
impact on students’ performance of most of the school resources and school factors 
measured by PISA. 
 
p.109, 107 
All in all, a clear way to promote students’ well-being is to encourage all parents to be more 
aware of their children’s interests and concerns, and show interest in their school life, 
including in the challenges children face at school. 
 
Developing capable education leaders 
p.109, 107 
Supporting, evaluating and developing teacher quality.  
If you want to effect real and lasting change, don’t ask yourself how many teachers support 
your ideas, but how many teachers are capable of and engage in co-operation with their 
colleagues. 
 
Finding the right level of school autonomy 
p.114, 112 
innovative change can be more difficult in hierarchical and bureaucratic structures that are 
geared towards rewarding compliance with rules and regulations. 
 
p.116, 114 
Knowledge in the field of education is very sticky; it doesn’t spread easily. 
 
p.117, 115 
PISA data show that in school systems where knowledge is shared among teachers, 
autonomy is a positive advantage; but in school systems without a culture of peer learning 
and accountability, autonomy might actually adversely affect student performance. 
 
 



Moving from administrative to professional accountability 
p.117, 115 
But approaches to accountability evolve as school systems themselves evolve – as rules 
become guidelines and good practice, and ultimately, as good practice becomes culture. 
Often this progression involves a shift in the balance between “administrative 
accountability” and “professional accountability”. 
 
p.119, 117 
The frequency with which standardised tests are conducted in Finnish schools is close to the 
OECD average. The difference is that tests are not used to find faults in the system or 
document underperformance, but to help students learn better, teachers teach better and 
schools to work more effectively.  
 
p.121, 119 
Teacher-appraisal systems in most countries are still a work-in-progress … 
there is no consensus on what criteria should be used to measure teacher performance.  
 
In Singapore … After three years of teaching, teachers are assessed annually to see which of 
three career paths would best suit them – master teacher, specialist in curriculum or 
research, or school leader. 
 
Articulating a consistent message  
p.123, 121 
There is a great need for consistency and continuity when a school system is trying to 
improve. 
 
p.124, 122 
In Singapore … professionals can and do move between research, policy making, 
administration and teaching practice, often multiple times in their careers. 
p.125, 123 
… teachers, in turn, are entitled to spend 100 hours per year developing their skills, often in 
the National Institute of Education 
 
Spending more vs spending wisely 
p.126, 124 
He looked at me and said that today, Chengdu is the world’s factory for digital equipment, 
providing a population of 14 million with jobs and wealth. Within a decade, he said, every 
single one of those jobs will have been taken over by a robot. The challenge for us, he 
continued, is not just to create new jobs, but to create new jobs that humans can do better 
than robots, and to educate humans who can think and work differently than robots. 
 
p.127, 125 
As already noted, whenever high-performing education systems have to choose between 
smaller classes and better teachers, they seem to go for the latter. Many Western countries 
have opted for the former. 
In other words, spending has been driven by choices that are popular with parents and 
teachers but not necessarily by what helps students succeed in the long run. 



p.128, 126 
But there is a lot more than money required to raise education outcomes. This includes the 
belief in the success of every child. The fact that students in most East Asian countries 
consistently believe that achievement is mainly a product of hard work, rather than 
inherited intelligence as Western children would often say, suggests that education and its 
social context can make a difference in instilling values that foster success in education. 
 
Snapshots of five top education systems  
 
 
 
4. Why equity in education is so elusive  
 
p.141, 138 
the quality of schooling in a country is a reliable predictor of the wealth that countries will 
produce in the long run. 
 
p.148, 145 
As the OECD’s annual publication, Education at a Glance, shows, highly educated people 
have never had better life chances than they enjoy today, while those with poor 
qualifications have never faced a greater risk of social and economic exclusion. 
 
The struggle to level the playing field 
p.150, 147 
School systems tend to reproduce social advantage and disadvantage; results from PISA 
show this. 
 
p.156, 153 
If schools are popular, house prices in their catchment areas will rise, further segregating 
the population. 
 
p.157, 154 
But equity is only partly about socio-economic status and the need to spend more resources 
on the most deprived children. Equally important is the realisation that different individuals 
learn differently and have different needs. The struggle of the 20th century was about the 
right to be equal. The struggle in the 21st century will be about the right to be different. 
 
p.158, 155 
the people who make decisions about education are usually those who have been well 
served by the education system, not those who struggled through it. 
 
How policy can help create a more equitable system 
p.165, 162 
That is why segregating schools by social class and concentrating efforts on a small number 
of students was an efficient strategy for providing education in countries in the first stages 
of industrialisation. But now, when far larger proportions of highly educated people are 



demanded in the world’s high-wage economies, it is not only socially unjust but highly 
inefficient to organise an education system this way. 
 
p.167, 164 
The future will judge … schools on their capacity to help students develop autonomy and 
prepare them to live and work amid diverse cultures, and to appreciate different ideas, 
perspectives and values. 
 
Reconciling choice and equity 
p.179, 176 
Across the 18 education systems, parents were more likely to consider important that there 
is a safe school environment, that the school has a good reputation and that the school has 
an active and pleasant climate – even more than the academic achievement of the students 
in the school. 
 
p.181, 178 
But PISA data show that there is no relationship between the share of private schools in a 
country and the performance of an education system. After accounting for the socio-
economic profile of schools, there is little difference in performance between public and 
private schools in most countries; where such differences are observed, they are mostly in 
favour of public schools. 
But again, at the country level, there is no correlation between the share of private schools 
in an education system and the percentage of the variation in PISA scores that is explained 
by that share.  
 
p.185, 182 
The evidence also shows that selective admissions can be a source of greater inequality and 
stratification within a school system. 
 
I have concluded from all this that school choice, in and of itself, neither assures nor 
undermines the quality of education. What seem to matter are smart policies that maximise 
the benefits of choice while minimising the risks, and establishing a level playing field for all 
providers to contribute to the school system. 
 
Big city, big education opportunities 
p.186, 183 
More than half of the world’s population now lives in cities and this ratio is projected to 
increase to seven out of ten people by 2050. 
 
p.188, 185 
More generally, students in large urban areas in OECD countries outperform students in 
rural schools by the equivalent of more than one year of education. 
 
Targeted support for immigrant students 
p.191, 188 
While immigrants are over-represented among poor performers in PISA, they are not under-
represented among top performers, certainly not when accounting for socio-economic 



status. In many countries, the share of disadvantaged immigrants who attain high scores in 
PISA is as large as the share of disadvantaged students without an immigrant background 
who are high performers. In fact, in a number of countries there is a larger share of 
immigrants than non-immigrants among the highest-achieving disadvantaged students. 
These (are) highly motivated students  
 
p.194, 191 
language development and general intellectual growth are intertwined 
 
The stubbornly persistent gender gap in education 
p.197, 194 
But women still earn 15% less than men, on average in OECD countries, and 20% less among 
the highest-paid workers. 
 
p.198, 195 

 



 
p.199, 196 
While gender differences in student performance overall are modest, it is striking that 6 out 
of 10 low achievers in all three of the subjects that PISA assesses – reading, mathematics 
and science – are boys. These low achievers seem to be stuck in a vicious cycle of low 
performance, disengagement and low motivation. At the same time, the top performers in 
mathematics and science are mostly boys. 
 
p.200, 197 
PISA also finds that boys spend more time playing video games and less time doing 
homework than girls. While excessive video gaming is shown to be a drag on student 
performance, a moderate amount of video gaming is related to boys’ better performance in 
digital reading than in print reading 
but all parents should be aware that convincing their children that completing their 
homework comes before playing video games will significantly improve their children’s life 
chances. 
 
One of the most revealing findings from PISA 2012 is that teachers consistently give girls 
better marks in mathematics than boys, even when boys and girls perform similarly on the 
PISA mathematics test. That might be because girls are “good students” – attentive in class 
and respectful of authority – while boys may have less self-control. But while higher marks 
may mean success at school, they are not necessarily an advantage for girls in the long run, 
particularly when they lead to lowered aspirations. Labour markets reward people for what 
they know and what they can do with what they know, not for their grades at school. 
 
Education and the fight against extremism  
p.201, 198 
Whoever has a hammer sees every problem as a nail. 
 
 
5. Making education reform happen  
 
Why education reform is so difficult 
p.207, 203 
without substantial change, the gap between what education systems provide and what our 
societies demand is likely to widen further. There is a risk that education becomes our next 
steel industry, and schools a relic of the past. 
 
The good news is that our knowledge about what works in education has improved vastly. It 
is true that digitalisation has contributed to the rise in populism and “post-truth” societies 
that can work against rational policy making. But the very same forces, whether in the form 
of more and better data or new statistical and analytical tools, have also massively 
expanded the scope and power of social research to create a more evidence-based 
environment in which policies can be developed. PISA is a good example of that. The first 
assessment in 2000 was able to explain about 30% of the performance variation among 
schools across the participating countries; by 2015, that figure had risen to 85%. That means 
that most of the performance differences among schools can now be statistically associated 



and explained with the data that PISA collects from students, parents, teachers and school 
principals. 
 
p.208, 204 
One reason for the difficulty in reforming education is simply the scale and reach of the 
sector. Schools, colleges, universities and other educational institutions are among the 
biggest recipients of public spending. And because everyone has participated in education, 
everyone has an opinion about it. Everyone supports education reform – except when it 
might affect their own children. Even those who promote change and reform often revise 
their views when they are reminded what change actually entails. 
 
The reason why it is so hard to move education systems is that there is a much larger, 
invisible part under the waterline. This invisible part is composed of the interests, beliefs, 
motivations and fears of the people who are involved. 
 
p.210, 206 
across OECD countries, only about one in 10 reforms is followed by any attempt to evaluate 
its impact. 
 
Public education was invented in the industrial age, when the prevailing norms were 
standardisation and compliance … 
p.211, 207 
… This structure, inherited from the industrial model of work, makes change a very slow 
process.  
 
In short, the changes in our societies have vastly outpaced the structural capacity of our 
current governance systems to respond. And when fast gets really fast, being slower to 
adapt makes education systems seem glacial and disconnected. Top- down governance 
through layers of administrative structures is no longer working. The challenge is to build on 
the expertise of the hundreds of thousands of teachers and tens of thousands of school 
leaders and to enlist them in the design of superior policies and practices. When we fail to 
engage them in designing change, they will rarely help implement it. 
 
What successful reform requires 
p.211, 207 
There are strong countervailing forces pushing for a shake-up of the status quo. At an 
individual level, education plays an increasingly important role in determining individual 
well-being and prosperity; at a macro level, education is associated ever more strongly with 
higher levels of social inclusion, productivity and growth. The emergence of the knowledge 
society and the upward trend in skill requirements only increase the importance of 
education. The cost of underperformance and underinvestment in education is rising. 
 
p.214, 210 
Unlike the United States, the German states also put a premium on the improvement, 
rather than the accountability, function of these standards. While national tests were 
introduced, they were based on samples of schools; this avoided comparisons of individual 
schools. By implication, the immediate stakes for teachers in implementing new standards 



were intentionally kept low, while the stakes for policy makers responsible for state-level 
performance were high. In addition, teachers, schools and communities were provided with 
a range of methods by which they could monitor progress at the local level. 
 
p.215, 211 
I have found several aspects particularly important when implementing reform:  

- Policy makers need to build broad support about the aims of education reform and 
engage stakeholders, especially teachers  

- Capacity development in education administrations  
 
Different versions of the “right” approach 
 
Setting the direction  
p.218, 214 
This highlights the importance of making the underlying evidence available to convince 
educators and society at large. It involves raising awareness about how difficult decisions 
were made, enhancing the national debate and sharing evidence on the impact of different 
policy alternatives. That is the way to build a solid consensus. 
 
Building a consensus 
 
Engaging teachers to help design reform 
 
Introducing pilot projects and continuous evaluation 
 
Building capacity in the system 
p.224, 220 
One of the biggest obstacles to reform is inadequate capacity and resourcing, often because 
the resource implications are underestimated in scope, nature and timing. The main 
shortcoming is often not a lack of financial resources, but a dearth of human capacity at 
every level of the system. 
 
Timing is everything 
 
Making teachers’ unions part of the solution  
p.227, 223 
Indeed, the higher a country ranks on the PISA league tables, the more likely it is that the 
country works constructively with its teachers’ organisations and treats its teachers as 
trusted professional partners. 
 
 
6. What to do now  
 
Educating for an uncertain world 
p.231, 226 



The backdrop to 21st-century education is our endangered environment. Growing 
populations, resource depletion and climate change compel all of us to think about 
sustainability and the needs of future generations. 
 
p.232, 227 
Societies that value bridging social capital and pluralism have always been more creative, as 
they can draw on the best talent from anywhere, build on multiple perspectives, and 
nurture creativity and innovation. 
 
p.233, 228 
resilience is not a personality trait, but a process that can be learned and developed. 
 
p.235, 230 
So time is of the essence if we want to broaden the goal of equity in education 
opportunities from providing everyone with the literacy and numeracy skills for 
employment, towards empowering all citizens with the cognitive, social and emotional 
capabilities and values to contribute to the success of tomorrow’s world.  
 
Every economic age has its core asset. In the agricultural age that asset was land; in the 
industrial age it was capital; and in our times, it is the knowledge, skills and character 
qualities of people. This core asset remains largely untapped and undervalued. It’s time for 
us to change that. 
 
Education as the key differentiator  
p.236, 231 
In the digital age, technology is once again racing ahead of people’s skills, and rising 
unemployment among graduates in much of the industrialised world is raising anxiety. 
 
Developing knowledge, skills and character for an age of accelerations  
p.236, 231 
The dilemma for educators is that routine cognitive skills, the skills that are easiest to teach 
and easiest to test, are exactly the skills that are also easiest to digitise, automate and 
outsource. 
 
p.237, 232 
There is no question that state-of-the-art knowledge and skills in a discipline will always 
remain important. Innovative and creative people generally have specialised skills in a field 
of knowledge or a practice. As much as “learning-to-learn” skills are important, we always 
learn by learning something. However, success in education is no longer about reproducing 
content knowledge, but about extrapolating from what we know and applying that 
knowledge creatively in novel situations; it is also about thinking across the boundaries of 
disciplines. Everyone can search for – and usually find – information on the Internet; the 
rewards now accrue to those who know what to do with that knowledge. 
 
The results from PISA show how learning strategies dominated by memorisation help 
students less and less as the tasks students are asked to complete become more complex 
and involve more non-routine analytic skills – which is exactly where digitalisation is taking 



our real-life tasks. In turn, learning strategies framed around elaboration – the process of 
connecting new knowledge to familiar knowledge, thinking divergently and creatively about 
novel solutions or about how knowledge can be transferred – are more likely to help 
students complete the more demanding PISA tasks that are more predictive of tomorrow’s 
world. 
 
p.238, 233 

 
 
 
 
p.239, 234 



 
 
p.240, 235 
the more rapidly content knowledge in a subject evolves, the more important it is for 
students to understand the structural and conceptual foundations of a discipline (“know 
how”), rather than just master content with a limited shelf life (“know that”). 
 
The results should encourage policy makers and educators to reframe curricula and 
instructional systems so that they place greater emphasis on deep conceptual and epistemic 
understanding. 
 
p.241, 236 
one of the fundamental difficulties about education reform: education’s industrial work 
organisation helps us get ideas into schools and classrooms, but it is not as good in moving 
ideas from classrooms and schools into the system as a whole, to scale and spread 
promising practice. 
 
p.243, 238 
Students will only learn to think in multidisciplinary ways when teachers themselves have 
sufficient knowledge about different disciplines and can collaborate across them. But the 
fragmented organisation of school days and teachers’ work means that there is often 
limited room for such collaboration across subjects. 



Helping students develop effective learning strategies and metacognitive abilities, such as 
self-awareness, self-regulation and self-adaptation, will become increasingly important, and 
should be a more explicit goal in curricula and instructional practice. 
 
p.244, 239 
Students need to be able to distinguish between credible and untrustworthy sources of 
information, between fact and fiction. They need to be able to question or seek to improve 
the accepted knowledge and practices of our times. Literacy in the 20th century was about 
extracting and processing pre-coded information; in the 21st century, it is about 
constructing and validating knowledge. 
 
p.245, 240 
Individuals will need to think in a more integrated way that recognises interconnections. 
Underpinning these cognitive skills are empathy (the ability to understand another’s 
perspective and to have a visceral or emotional reaction); adaptability (the ability to rethink 
and change one’s perceptions, practices and decisions in the light of fresh experience, new 
information and additional insight); and trust. 
 
p.246, 241 
We also need to think more about teaching and rewarding collaboration in addition to 
individual achievement. 
 
p.248, 243 
Similarly, all countries need to do better in reducing gender disparities. When PISA assessed 
individual problem-solving skills in 2012, boys scored higher than girls in most countries. By 
contrast, in the 2015 assessment of collaborative problem solving, girls outperformed boys 
in every country, both before and after considering their performance in science, reading 
and mathematics. The relative size of the gender gap in collaborative problem-solving 
performance is even larger than it is in reading. 
 
if schools foster boys’ appreciation of others and their interpersonal friendships and 
relationships, then they may also see better outcomes among boys in collaborative problem 
solving. 
 
PISA asked students how often they engage in communication-intensive activities, such as 
explaining their ideas in science class; spending time in the laboratory doing practical 
experiments; arguing about science questions; and taking part in class debates about 
investigations. The results show a clear relationship between these activities and positive 
attitudes towards collaboration. On average, valuing relationships and teamwork is more 
prevalent among students who reported that they participate in these activities more often. 
 
The value of values 
p.250, 245 
the toughest challenge in modern education: how to incorporate values into education.  
 
p.252, 247 



Trying to limit education to the delivery of academic knowledge carries the risk that 
education ends up dumbing people down to compete with computers, rather than focusing 
on core human traits that will enable education to stay ahead of technological and social 
developments.  
 
p.253, 248 
Singapore was the first country I came across that places values explicitly at the centre of its 
curriculum framework. It emphasises respect, responsibility, resilience, integrity, care and 
harmony in school.  
 
While the case for creating and implementing a new 21st-century curriculum is strong, there 
seems to be an equally strong alliance standing in the way of change. Parents who worry 
that their child will not pass an exam may not trust any approach that promises to achieve 
more with less. Teachers and their unions may worry that if they are asked to teach more 
subjective material, such as social and emotional skills, they will no longer be assessed just 
for what they teach but also for who they are. School administrators and policy makers may 
feel that they will no longer be able to manage schools and school systems when the metric 
for success shifts from easily quantifiable content knowledge to certain human qualities that 
may not reveal themselves in full until well after their students graduate. Developing 
convincing responses to these concerns will require a courageous approach towards the 
design of modern curricula and assessments. Devising school curricula for the next 
generation that move beyond past experience will therefore require extraordinary 
leadership.  
 
The changing face of successful school systems 
p.254, 249 
Many countries have responded to new demands on what students should learn by layering 
more and more content on top of their curriculum, with the result that curricula have often 
become a mile wide but just an inch deep. 
 
For example: the question many pose in this technology-rich world is whether today’s 
students should learn coding. There are intriguing examples of schools all around the world 
that teach coding. But the risk is that we will again be teaching students today’s techniques 
to solve today’s problems. By the time those students graduate, those techniques may 
already be obsolete. 
 
What is important is to think more systematically about what we want to achieve from the 
design of curricula, rather than continuing to add more “stuff” to what is being taught. 
 
P.255, 250 
To help students address unknown future problems, curricula also need to focus on areas 
with the highest transfer value, in other words, they need to give priority to knowledge, 
skills and attitudes that can be learned in one context and applied to others. 
 
A different type of learner 
p.256, 251 



We used to learn to do the work; now learning is the work – and that will require a post-
industrial way of coaching, mentoring, teaching and evaluating that can build passion and 
capacity for learning.  
 
Lifelong learning does not just require people to constantly learn new things but, and this 
tends to be far more difficult, to un-learn and re-learn when contexts and paradigms 
change. 
 
p.257, 252 
when students do enjoy learning about science, better learning outcomes are closely linked 
with students’ expectations of a science-related career.  
 
lifelong learning as we currently know it does not mitigate, but rather tends to reinforce, 
initial differences in education. 
 
p.260, 155 

 



P261, 256 
More difficult, but at least equally important, is to shift from qualifications-based 
certification systems to more knowledge- and skills-based certification systems. That means 
moving from documenting education pathways towards highlighting what individuals can 
actually do, regardless of how and where they have acquired their knowledge, skills and 
character qualities. 
 
Twenty-first century teachers 
p.262, 257 
People who cannot navigate through the digital landscape can no longer participate fully in 
our social, economic and cultural life. 
Technology should therefore play an important role if we want to provide teachers with 
learning environments that support 21st-century methods of teaching and, most important, 
if we want to provide students with the 21st-century skills they need to succeed. 
 
p.263, 258 
In the health sector, we start by looking at the outcomes, we measure the blood pressure 
and take the temperature of a patient and then decide what medicine is most appropriate. 
In education, we tend to give everyone the same medicine, instruct all children in the same 
way, and when we find out many years later that the outcomes are unsatisfactory, we 
blame that on the motivation or capacity of the patient. That is simply no longer good 
enough. 
 
We need to embrace technology in ways that elevate the role of teachers from imparting 
received knowledge towards working as co-creators of knowledge, as coaches, as mentors 
and as evaluators. 
 
p.264, 259 
Technology can enable teachers and students to access specialised materials well beyond 
textbooks, in multiple formats and in ways that can bridge time and space. Technology can 
support new ways of teaching that focus on learners as active participants. There are good 
examples of technology enhancing experiential learning by supporting project- and enquiry-
based teaching methods, facilitating hands-on activities and co-operative learning, and 
delivering formative real-time assessments. There are also interesting examples of 
technology supporting learning with interactive, non-linear courseware based on state-of-
the-art instructional design, sophisticated software for experimentation and simulation, 
social media and educational games. These are precisely the learning tools that are needed 
to develop 21st-century knowledge and skills. Not least, one teacher can now educate and 
inspire millions of learners and communicate their ideas to the whole world. 
 
Imagine a giant crowdsourcing platform where teachers, education researchers and policy 
experts collaborate to curate the most relevant content and pedagogical practice to achieve 
education goals, and where students anywhere in the world have access to the best and 
most innovative education experiences. 
 
p.265, 260 



One interpretation of all this is that building deep, conceptual understanding and 
developing higher-order thinking requires intensive teacher-student interactions, and 
technology sometimes distracts from such human engagement. Another is that we have not 
yet become good enough at the kind of pedagogies that make the most of technology, that 
adding 21st-century technologies to 20th-century teaching practices in a 19th-century 
school organisation will just dilute the effectiveness of teaching. If students use Google to 
copy and paste prefabricated answers to questions, that’s certainly a less effective way to 
learn than through traditional teaching methods. 
 
In short, while digital technologies can amplify great teaching, they rarely replace poor 
teaching. 
 
The future is with teachers who can harness the potential of technology and help students 
see the value of learning beyond acquiring content knowledge, who are designers of 
imaginative problem- based environments, and who nurture critical evaluation and 
metacognition. 
 
p.266, 261 

 
 



p.268, 263 
In Shanghai teachers embrace technology when it comes to enhancing and sharing 
professional practice. 
At the end of the school year, the principal would not just ask how well the teacher had 
taught his or her students, but what contribution he or she had made to improve the 
teaching profession and the wider education system. 
 
In this way, Shanghai created a giant open-source community of teachers and unlocked 
teachers’ creativity simply by tapping into the desire of people to contribute, collaborate 
and be recognised for their contributions. This is how technology can extend the reach of 
great teaching, recognising that value is less and less created vertically, through command 
and control, but increasingly horizontally, by whom we connect and work with. 
 
p.269, 264 
perpetuating a prescriptive model of teaching will not produce creative teachers: those 
trained only to reheat pre-cooked hamburgers are unlikely to become master chefs. 
 
p.270, 265 
Paradoxically, the highly standardised industrial work organisation of teaching has often left 
teachers alone in the classroom. Zero percent school autonomy has meant one hundred 
percent teacher isolation behind closed classroom doors.  
As the prescriptive approach weakens, the position of the classroom practitioners needs 
strengthening.  
 
p.271, 266 
However, increased professional autonomy also implies challenging idiosyncratic practice. It 
means moving away from every teacher having his or her own approach towards the 
common use of practices agreed by the profession as effective, making teaching not just an 
art but also a science. 
 
We should not take freedom as an argument to be unconventional for its own sake. If you 
were a pilot, and you would announce to your passengers you were taught to land against 
the wind but, this time, you want to try to land with the wind, your passengers would start 
to feel rather anxious. Of course, it is not easy for school leaders to balance the fact that 
teachers may feel that landing with the wind is a good idea, on the one hand, and 
promoting their autonomy and ownership over the profession, on the other. Because so 
many areas of teaching do not yet have clear standards of practice, teachers may infer that 
there should be complete autonomy in all areas, even in those where the evidence base is 
well established. So when there is not common agreement on professional practice, 
teachers may feel disempowered when leaders steer them towards selected evidence.  
Finding out which pedagogical approaches work best in which contexts takes time, an 
investment in research, and collaboration so that good ideas spread and are scaled into the 
profession. 
 
Encouraging innovation in and outside of school 
p.272, 267 



Comparisons point to levels of innovation in education that are pretty much in line with 
those in other sectors of the economy. 
Innovation is happening, but too little of it focuses on the heart of learning; when it does, it 
spreads too slowly. 
 
I have asked myself many times why education has not kept up with innovation in other 
areas. I have found no good answers except, perhaps, that it would disrupt the current 
business model of governments, academia and textbook publishers.  
It may also be that the education industry is too weak and fragmented to accept this 
particular challenge. Keep in mind that public health-research budgets in OECD countries 
are 17 times larger than education-research budgets. 
 
p.273, 268 
In many countries, the room for non-teaching working time is far too limited for teachers to 
engage in knowledge creation. Because education has not been able to build a professional 
body of practice or even a common scientific language as other professions have, practice 
remains unarticulated, invisible, isolated and difficult to transfer. Investing in better 
knowledge – and disseminating that knowledge widely – must become a priority; it 
promises to deliver huge rewards. 
 
Silicon Valley works because governments created the conditions for innovation, not 
because governments do the innovating. Similarly, governments cannot innovate in the 
classroom; they can only help by opening up systems so that there is an innovation-friendly 
climate where transformative ideas can bloom. 
 
p.274, 269 
we should be more demanding of the education industry. Most of our children would not 
voluntarily play with the kinds of software that companies are still able to sell to schools. Is 
innovation in the education industry as dynamic as it should or could be? 
 
p.275, 270 
education systems need to become better at communicating the need and building support 
for change.  
and it is vital that teachers become active agents for change, not just in implementing 
technological innovations, but in designing them too. 
 
Education systems need to better identify key agents of change and champion them; and 
they need to find more effective ways of scaling and disseminating innovations. That is also 
about finding better ways to recognise, reward and celebrate success, to do whatever is 
possible to make it easier for innovators to take risks and encourage the emergence of new 
ideas. One of the most devastating findings from our first survey of teachers (TALIS) was 
that three in four teachers in the industrialised world consider their workplace an 
environment that is essentially hostile to innovation. Nothing will change if we don’t change 
that perception. 
 
Cultivating effective system leadership 
p.275, 270 



Changing education bureaucracies can be like moving graveyards  
The bottom line is that school systems are rather conservative social systems. Everyone 
supports education reform – unless it affects their own children. Parents may measure the 
education of their children against their own education experiences. Teachers may teach 
how they were taught, rather than how they were taught to teach. But the real obstacle to 
education reform is not conservative followers but conservative leaders: leaders who 
exploit populism to preserve the status quo; leaders who stick to today’s curriculum rather 
than adapt pedagogical practice to a changing world. 
 
p.276, 271 
programmes do not scale; it is culture that scales, and culture is the hallmark of effective 
leadership.  
 
System leaders need to tackle institutional structures that too often are built around the 
interests and habits of educators and administrators rather than learners.  
Most of our school systems are designed to sort and weed out people, not to open 
opportunities and address the diverse needs of learners. That might have been an efficient 
and effective approach for the industrial age, when education was about finding and 
training a small minority of leaders, and equipping everyone else with just basic knowledge 
and skills. But in a modern society, where we need to capitalise on everyone’s talents and 
ensure equitable access to learning, such an approach is a barrier to success. Incentives and 
support are needed so that schools can meet the needs of all of their pupils, rather than 
gain an advantage by shifting difficult learners elsewhere. 
 
p.279, 274 
The strongest education systems will be those that can make their own constant 
adaptations to changing demands, mobilising, sharing and spreading the knowledge, 
insights and experience of students and teachers. 
 
Redesigning assessment 
p.280, 275 
The way students are tested has a big influence on the future of education too, because it 
signals the priorities for the curriculum and instruction. Tests will always focus our thinking 
about what is important, and they should. Teachers and school administrators, as well as 
students, will pay attention to what is tested and adapt the curriculum and teaching 
accordingly. 
 
Assessments need to be redesigned as curricula and instructional practices are reformed.  
 
The trouble is that many assessment systems are poorly aligned with the curriculum, and 
with the knowledge and skills that young people need to thrive. Large parts of today’s 
school tests can be answered in seconds with the help of a smartphone. If our children are 
to be smarter than their smartphones, then tests need to look beyond whether students can 
reproduce information to determine, instead, whether they can extrapolate from what they 
know, and apply their knowledge creatively to novel situations. Assessments also need to be 
able to reflect social and emotional skills.  



As of this writing, most tests do not allow students to connect to the Internet, based on the 
fear that students may look up the answers to the test questions. The challenge for future 
assessments is whether they can encourage students to go on line to connect with the 
world’s most advanced knowledge without jeopardising the validity and reliability of results.  
Similarly, one of the worst offences in test taking is to consult with another student. But 
given that innovation is now more often based on sharing knowledge, future tests should 
not disqualify students for collaborating with other test-takers, but find ways that they can 
do so. 
 
p.282, 277 
Assessments should also provide productive feedback to fuel improvement decisions. 
Teachers need to be able to understand what the assessment reveals about students’ 
thinking. School administrators, policy makers and teachers need to be able to use this 
assessment information to determine how to create better opportunities for student 
learning. Teachers will then no longer see testing as separate from instruction, taking away 
valuable time from learning, but rather see it as an instrument that adds to learning. 
 
p.283, 278 
The use of computer-delivered assessment for PISA means that a wider range of knowledge 
and skills can now be tested. The PISA 2012 assessment of creative problem-solving skills, 
the PISA 2015 assessment of collaborative problem-solving skills, and the PISA 2018 
assessment of global competencies are good examples of this. It will be more challenging to 
measure social and emotional skills. But even in these domains, new research shows that 
many of their components can be measured meaningfully. 
 
This new PISA-based test for schools provides comparisons with other schools elsewhere in 
the world, schools that are similar to them or schools that are very different. 
 
Those principals and teachers were beginning to see themselves as teammates, not just 
spectators, on a global playing field. In other words, in Fairfax County, big data had begun to 
build big trust. 
 
Looking outward while moving forward  
p.285, 280 
So a consistent effort to look outward and incorporate the results of that learning into 
policy and practice seems a common denominator of many high-performing countries. 
 
In the end, the laws of physics apply. If we stop pedalling, not only will we not move 
forward, our bicycles will stop moving at all and will fall over – and we will fall with them. 
Against strong headwinds, we need to push ourselves even harder. 
 


